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Abstract. In the paper, model for time optimization of educational process for the purposes of creativity enhancement in the course of
learning by students of educational subjects is considered. Creativity enhancement is supposed to be achieved by means of expansion
of trainee psycho physiological base, that is, by means of the maximum variety of educational signals modality. The optimization
problem is solved in general by creation of the model based on information states and according to the principles of forms synergy
for information support of educational process and optimum time balance minimum necessary for significant increase of trainee
creativity. The solution of optimization problem makes it possible to estimate a variety of educational signals modality for
educational and methodical guidelines, their completeness within the educational module, to find variants of time budget for various
pedagogic forms and methods for application in educational process.
Keywords: creativity enhancement, expansion of modal experience, information states, patterns of internal representation, modality
of educational signals Introduction

The problem of trainee creativity enhancement has been of interest in psychology and pedagogical researches for
many years [1-4].
In researches [4, 5-10], interrelation of intelligence, creativity and success (learning ability) is established, these
personality characteristics are considered as attributes of united individual mental resource.
Researches [3, 4, 6, 8, 11-13] proved importance of individual psycho physiological basis expansion for
productive creative activity, and in papers [8, 14-17], it is shown that completing of pattern of internal perceived
information representation up to subjective fullness is biologically motivated and, at the same time, it is a necessary
condition for resolving of internal contradiction of the creative task.
Earlier, we proposed a provision about creativity enhancement by means of expansion of trainee modal
experience [18].
Considering impact of set of information signals modality on the trainee in educational process corresponds to
the idea of creative field [5] and, for pedagogical purposes, can be converted into empirical constructs which can be
used for creativity enhancement.
Integration of Russian education system into global educational space, including Russia’s full participation in
Bologna process, enables transition from traditional Russian “lifewide education” paradigm to a new concept of
“continuing education throughout life” which is “lifelong education”.
Recent socioeconomic transformations in Russia have brought to focus the problem of professional training
quality improvement as well as maintaining trans-border education to provide interaction between the working world of
and the world of education. The problem solution determines changes in existing professional training system in Russia,
actualizes the concept of competency-based approach in professional development, and causes evolutionary shifts in
training management.
This approach can open the door to a multitude of new opportunities for the development of innovations in
educational establishments which include acquisition of competency-based pedagogical and management technologies,
developing practical-oriented approach through combination of professional and educational activities, and use of
efficient ways of knowledge generation and transfer based on innovative approaches.
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The development of practical-oriented approach in education, and the advisable combination of professional and
educational activities call for implementation of efficient ways of knowledge generation and transfer. One possible tool
for this urgent problem solution is e-learning. The global e-learning market nowadays shows significant growth, and, at
the beginning of the 21st century, it has reached $48 billion [19].
According to Sloan Consortium, in the USA by 2011 year the number of students involved in e-learning at higher
education establishments amounted to 6 million. The research based on opinion poll conducted at leading academic
institutions showed that students are at least satisfied with e-learning as compared to traditional one [20].
Educational establishments may be to a higher extent involved in e-learning while the price of such online
platforms will decrease. Online teaching requires qualified teaching and technical personnel. An e-learning teacher
should not only understand the learning material but be capable of using PC and internet technologies. Online education
is continuing to grow at some leading research institutes offering distant doctoral degree programs [21].
The development of e-learning has recently occupied attention of such scientists as D. Zhang and others who
considered the impact of interactive video on learning effectiveness and e-learning students’ satisfaction level [22]. U.
M. Krause and some other scientists have reviewed the effects of feedback on e-learning in statistics [23]. D. PalaciosMarqués and other experts considered the problem of electronic educational project management and found out that
such projects require specialists with certain pedagogical and technical competencies [24]. R. N. Shaidullin and
colleagues have defined advantages of e-learning including flexibility, personalization, interactivity, and adaptability
[25]. The Professional-Pedagogic Institute of South Ural State Humanitarian Pedagogical University has launched the
“Development of professional training teachers’ information and communication professional competencies in security
aspects” project [26] which specifically analyzes the problem of distance educational technologies (DET) safe use.
As one of important problems of modern pedagogic is development and updating of socially important
characteristics of the personality, to which creativity belongs as well, problem of school hours optimization for
creativity enhancement by expansion of trainees modal experience is also of high importance.
I. The problem definition
II.
Requirements of educational standards give guarantees of effective substantial learning, educational process is
implemented in the form of regulated information procedures and these procedure forms are determined by forms of
learning session carrying out.
For the purpose of individual creativity enhancement, it is necessary to synthesize a set of information
educational flows in such a way that they were represented in the maximum modal variety of educational signals.
The aforesaid results in necessity of coordination of separated information processes and optimization of
educational time budget for the benefit of planned educational competences forming (knowledge, abilities, learning)
with enhancement of individual creativity by expansion of trainees modal experience.
For solution of the mentioned problem with use of formal methods, formulation of number of the principles and
conditions is required [27-33]:
principle of synergy of two forms of educational process information support: objective, aimed to development
of educational subject, and supporting, directed to expansion of modal experience of trainees;
principle of optimum time balance sufficient for learning of discipline content by trainees in accordance with
educational standards and minimum necessary for significant increase of trainees creativity.
We do not consider limitation of number of basic educational signal modalities as in case of real training the
synthetic signals of various modality are possible which differ, for example, not only by format (for example, audio
format), but also by their fractional characteristics (tone, amplitude, speech speed – for audio modality).
We also intentionally do not define type of educational institution, age of trainees, educational subject, we
consider it necessary to simulate optimization problem in the most general conditions.
Use of mentioned above principles and conditions makes it possible to simulate optimization factors of
educational activity system for the purpose of enhancement of trainee individual creativity by expansion of trainee
modal experience.
As to the problem content, the problem is formulated as follows: for enhancement of individual creativity in the
course of educational process, it is necessary to develop methods for integration of polymodal information processes of
educational activity and activities for expansion of trainee modal experience.
III.Solution of optimization problem
IV.
For the problem and its solution formalization in accordance with principles formulated above, we will
determine an ensemble of information states Z = {zi | zi  Z, i = 1, 2, …, |Z|} which characterizes consecutive change of
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creativity level in the course of creation of educational competences components; and ensemble M = {ym | ym  M, m = 1,
2, …, |M|} of psychophysiological impacts of various modality.
Let us put in correspondence to each element zi of ensemble Z an element ym of impact ensemble M.
For each educational subject we will determine an ensemble:
F́ͧ ={fͧ | fͧ  F́ͧ , m = 1, 2, …, |M|, j = 1, 2, …, |F́ͧ |}
(1)
m

mj

mj

m

m

of informative signs of educational signals expressed in various modalities. Besides, for all set of ensembles ∩F́ͧm , (from
m = 1 to |M|) we will determine an ensemble:
F̃ ={ f ̃ | f ̃  F̃ , j = 1, 2, …, |V|}, F̃  ∩F́ͧ (from m = 1 to |M|),
(2)
j

j

m

consisting of sub-ensembles fj̃ of significant informative signs which unambiguously determine impact of educational
signals of some modality (audio, visual, synthetic, etc.).
In general case, set of informative signs of ensemble F́ͧm for one educational subject does not provide
completeness of various modal impacts, and learning of informative signs entering ensemble F́ͧm+1 is necessary when
studying the following subject, etc. until set of informative signs became sufficient for completeness of pattern of
trainee internal representation.
This causes necessity of analysis for informative signs sequence F́ͧm, F́ͧm+1, F́ͧm+2,…, F́ͧm+k from k, beginning from
the first, in which the informative sign is formulated.
In these conditions, ensembles F́ͧm и F̃ are also connected by relationship:

fj̃ = F́ͧmU(F́ͧm∩F́ͧm+1)U(F́ͧm∩F́ͧm+1∩F́ͧm+2)U…U·
(F́ͧm∩F́ͧm+1∩F́ͧm+2∩…∩F́ͧm+k).

(3)

Further we will express sequence (3) in the form of ensemble Sn, where n – current length of the sequence, m  n
 m + k.
Besides, we will put ensemble:

X̉ ={x̉ j (fj)̃ | x̉ j (fj)̃  X̉ , j = 1, 2, …, | F̃ |}
of possible ways of significant informative signs implementation in correspondence with each sub-ensemble of these
signs fj.̃
In general case, educational process can be formally represented as a process of change of the process
information states Ūo = (uo1, uo2,…, uo| Z| |) for creation of educational competences components and Ūm = (um1, um2,…,
um| X̉ |) process of creation of various modality educational signals which significantly influence expansion of trainee
modal experience.
Assuming that, for implementation of information process Ūo, educational activities possess full time budgets,
we will put time budget vector Ōo = (qo1, qo2,…, qoi,…, qo| Z| |) in correspondence with Ūo information process. At that,
to each element qoi, of temporary recourses vector ensemble Ōo, F́ͧm ensemble is put in correspondence and to each
element qml of ensemble Ōo – one of elements of ensemble X̉ , i.e.:

F́ͧm = F́ͧm (qoi), i = 1, 2,…, |Z|, m = 1, 2,…, |M|,
x̉ l = x̉ l (qml), l = 1, 2,…, | X̉ |.
Then creation by educational process of information state zi within an educational subject ym is described by the
equation:

ym (zi) = uoi (zi–1)∩umi (F́ͧm)∩Sn,
when f ̃ j̃  Sm –k,
and equation:

ym (zi) = x̉ j (Sn),
when f ̃̃ j  Sm –k,.
Further, we will formally agree to understand h-th variant of optimum control of individual creativity
enhancement by expansion of trainee modal experience as certain data set ᴡch(Ōm) characterizing distribution of
elements of time budgets vector Ōm, and also methods of this resources realization for the benefit of information process
Ūm.
Let us designate an ensemble of possible variants of such distributions
Wc = {ᴡch(Ōm) | ᴡch(Ōm)  Wc, h = 1, 2,…, | Wc |},

(4)
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where | Wc | – number of variants in ensemble Wc;
and value of polymodal creativity indicator for educational and methodical guidelines in educational process for variant
ᴡch(Ōm), requirements to quality of training and structure of educational process S ̃ as qc8(ᴡch) = E [C̃ , S ̃, ᴡch(Ōm)].
Thus, the problem of optimum enhancement of individual creativity by expansion of trainee modal experience
can be formulated as set of problems of synthesis of polymodal information processes for the benefit of enhancement of
trainee individual creativity. This problem can be solved on the basis of methods of identification of educational activity
time budgets, the recourses distribution between educational subjects and use for implementation of working training
programs and curriculum for the purpose of maximizing qc8(ᴡch) value on an ensemble (4). Formally it can be written
down as following:

qc8[C̃ , S ̃, ᴡch] → max, ᴡch Wc, h = 1, 2,…, | Wc |.
Thus, optimal variant ᴡc(opt) is determined from formula:
ᴡc(opt) = arg max qc8(ᴡch), ᴡch Wc.

(5)

V. Conclusion
VI.
The obtained relationship will make it possible to solve some organizational and methodical problems in the
course of educational process upgrade in various educational institutions for the purpose of individual creativity
enhancement by expansion of trainee modal experience.
Some of such problems are:
optimum distribution of time budgets among specialization disciplines for the purpose of maximization of
polymodal educational signals impact;
assessment of modal variety of educational signals of educational and methodical guidelines and their
completeness within the educational module;
findings of variants of time budgets for application of various forms and methods of pedagogical impact in
educational process, and some other.
Pedagogical study and adaptation of mentioned special tasks for specific educational institutions are directions
for further researches.
The obtained ratio may be starting, for example, to find the optimum training time in distance learning [34],
when the training data signals are implemented through information and communication technologies. Obviously, in a
number of distance education modalities basic training signal is determined by the technical characteristics of computer
hardware and peripheral equipment.

Модель оптимизации образовательного процесса для развития
индивидуальной креативности путем расширения модального опыта
обучаемых
Е.А. Гафарова, В.А. Белевитин, Е.Н. Смирнов
Аннотация. В статье рассмотрена модель оптимизации образовательного процесса по временному ресурсу для целей
развития креативности в процессе освоения обучающимися учебных дисциплин. Направление развития креативности
предполагается через расширение психофизиологического базиса обучаемого, то есть посредством максимального
разнообразия модальности учебных сигналов. Задача оптимизации решена в общем виде при построении модели на основе
информационных состояний в соответствии с принципами синергии форм информационного обеспечения
образовательного процесса и оптимального баланса временного ресурса и минимально необходимого для значимого
повышения уровня развития креативности обучаемых. Решение оптимизации позволяет оценить разнообразие
модальности учебных сигналов учебно-методического обеспечения, их полноту в рамках учебного модуля, найти варианты
использования временного ресурса при применении различных форм и методов педагогического воздействия в учебном
процессе.
Ключевые слова: развитие креативности, расширение модального опыта, информационные состояния, паттерны
внутренней репрезентации, модальности учебных сигналов.
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Модель оптимізації освітнього процесу для розвитку індивідуальної
креативності шляхом розширення модального досвіду осіб що навчаються
О.А. Гафарова, В.А. Белевітін, Є.М. Смирнов
Анотація. В статті розглянута модель оптимізації освітнього процесу щодо часового ресурсу для розвитку креативності
у процесі засвоєння навчальних дисциплін особами, що навчаються. Розвиток креативності передбачається завдяки
розширенню психофізіологічного базиса особи, яка навчається, тобто завдяки максимальній різноманітності модальності
навчальних сигналів. Задача оптимізації розв’язана у загальному випадку при побудові моделі на основі інформаційних
станів у відповідності з принципами синергії форм інформаційного забезпечення освітнього процесу і оптимального
балансу часового ресурсу та мінімально необхідного для значного підвищення рівня розвитку креативності осіб, що
навчаються. Розв’язок оптимізації дозволяє оцінити різноманітність модальності навчальних сигналів навчальнометодичного забезпечення, їх повноту в рамках навчального модуля, знайти варіанти використання часового ресурсу під
час використання різних форм і методів педагогічного впливу у навчальному процесі.
Ключові слова: розвиток креативності, розширення модального досвіду, інформаційні стани, патерни внутрішньої
репрезентації, модальності навчальних сигналів.
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